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U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
OFFICE OF~ INSPECTION AND ENFORCEMENT

REGION III

Reports No. 50-254/81-18; 50-265/81-18

Docket Nos. 50-254; 50-265 Licenses No. DPR-29; DPR-30

Licensee: Commonwealth Edison Company
Post Office Box 767
Chicago, IL 60690

Facility Name: Quad-Cities Nuclear Power Station, Units 1 and.2

Inspection At: Quad-Cities Site, Cordova, IL

Inspection Conducted: . September 21-25, 1981

f.J.HuetercssL /8/JF/f/Inspector:

(9. 6 Mb/fo
Approved By: L. R. Greger, Chief /o/ae/s/

Facilities Radiation
'

Protection Section

Inspection Summary:

Inspection on September 21-25, 1981 (Reports No. 50-254/81-18; 50 265/81-18)
Areas Inspected: Routine, unannounced inspection of operational radiation
protection program during refueling and maintenance, including: organization
and staffing; training; procedures; planning, preparation, and ALARA; exposure
control; posting and control; material control; surveys; IE Circulars and IE
Information Notices; status of NUREG-0737 Items; and transportation activities.
The inspection involved 46 inspector-hours onsite by one NRC inspector.
Results: No items of noncompliance or deviations were identified in any of
the eleven areas inspected.
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DETAILS

1. Persons Contacted

N. Kalivianakas, Plant Superintendent
*L. Gerner, Assistant Superintendent, Administrative and Support

Services
*D. O'Connor, Personnel Administrator
*T. Kovach, Radiation / Chemistry Supervisor
*L. Williams, QA Supervisor
R. Flessner, Technical Staff Supervisor

*G. Gary, Lead Chemist
J. Piercy, ALARA Coordinator
J. Forrest, Radwaste Planner

*N. Gricer, QA Inspector
R. Carson, Lead Health Physicist
T. Keith, Health Physicist
E. Cole, Tranining Instructor

The inspector also contacted other plant staff.

* Denotes those present at the exit interview.

2. General

This inspection, which began about 1:00 p.m. on September 21, 1981,
about two weeks into a planned Unit 2 refueling and maintenance
outage, included tours of Unit 2 drywell and various areas in the
reactor building, turbine building, maintenance shop, and service
building. Some major activities this outage in addition to refuel-
ing and in-service inspection include: hanger installation in the
drywell; repair of the 4B suction valve in the recirculation system
(in drywell); suppression chamber modification in the torus; turbine
overhaul; and possibly performance of a test on a CRD return line
nozzle which would require a partial drain down of the reactor vessel
and lowering of a worker to perform the test in a high radiation field.

The licensee has designated one individual (reporting directly to the
Plant Superintendent) responsible for housekeeping. With the coopera-
tion of work groups and the assistance of laborers for cleaning activi-
ties, significant improvement in housekeeping was evident.

; 3. Transportation Activities

The licensee's program for receipt, packaging, and transport of radio-

mattersidentifiedduringapreviousinspectiongyludedafollowupof
active material was reviewed. This inspection i

of the licensee's-
actions in response to IE Bulletin 79-19. These matters include needed

1/ IE Inspection Report No. 50-254/79-26.
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implementation and revision of procedures and initial training and
periodic retraining of personnel in the procedures and regulations
involved in the treatment, transfer, packaging, and transportation of
radioactive waste materials.

Procedure QP 13-52 assigns responsibilities for radwaste operations
to the Senior Operating Supervisor or in his absence, the Shif t-
Engineer. He is to ensure that appropriate individuals carry out
required functions. The Radiation Chemistry (R/C) Supervisor is
responsible for ensuring: surveys of incoming trucks and casks; -

certification of compliance is complete and the cask is proper for
the shipment; determination of curie content of shipment; final
survey performed and radiation levels are within limits; labels,
placards, and shipping papers are proper and complete; final in-
spection (check list) for release of shipment; and retention of
records. In addition, a QA inspector performs a final inspection
of the shipment and transport vehicle. The latter has resulted in
some trailers being required to have maintenance before release with
a radwaste shipment.

Shipping records for the 24 radwaste shipments made in July 1981,
were reviewed for completeness and compliance with criteria specified
in 10 CFR 71 and 49 CFR 170-189. No problems were identified. No
packages were available for inspection since a shipment had just been
made and no other packages were ready for shipment.

Periodic maintenance of packaging is the responsibility of the cask
vendors for all casks in use.

With respect to followup of the items identified during inspection
of the response to IE Bulletin 79-19, it was determined that the
licensee had completed a timely review of procedures relating to
transfer, packaging, and transportation of radioactive material as
well as pertinent operating procedures. As a result of the review,
certain practices were deleted, some procedures were revised, and
other procedures were developed and implemented in response to
identified procedural items.

The inspector reviewed a training program for all responsible
personnel involved in the transfer, packaging, and transport of
radioactive material. The development of the program was completed
by January 1980, and initial training completed by March 31, 1980.
The training is conducted by the Training Department, and records
are maintained of the training. The training program consists of
a standardized segment for all Ceco plants, burial site criteria, and
plant specific procedures. The above training program meets the
commitment described in Item 5 of Attachment A to the September 21,
1979 letter from D. L. Peoples to J. G. Keppler, and the commitment
for completion of training described in the January 2, 1980 letter
from A. B. Davis to C. Reed. Although the licensec plans retraining
in this area every two years, the frequency for retraining is not
documented. Also, it was noted that several procedures contained

I
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in the training material were not current revisions. These matters
were discussed in the exit meeting.

The licensee's solid radwaste volume was higher during the first five
months of 1981 than the most recent four months. The licensee averaged
37 radvaste shipments per month in the period January through May 1981.
This has now reduced to about 23 shipments per month. Several sources
contributed to the increased waste shipments. The primary system cleanup
phase separator wastes are collected over a two to three year period to
allow for decay and efficient processing in larger batches. Twenty-three
shipments of 85 cubic feet each were shipped from this source during
early 1981. Also, some pipes (clogged for some time) were replaced
on tanks used to collect backwash resins from the condensate phase
separators and.other resins systems. This replacement permitted pro-
cessing the " stored" tank contents during this period. A general plant
cleanup effort during the period resulted in increased solid waste.
Two recent efforts should result in further reductions in radwaste
volume. The ALARA Coordinator noted that condensate phase separator
resin backwashes were typically occurring on an average of 5-7 day
intervals during reactor operation due to dp limitations rather
than the 20-21 days allowable frcm chemistry considerations. A study
of the matter resulted in the conclusion that the dp limitation was
likely caused by a needed replacement of the cloth wound filter
on which the resin is placed. Change-out of the filters did permit
full length runs before change of resin. Although the filters gener-
ated about three waste shipments initially, the resin shipments
probably will be reduced by up to five shipments per month.

A condensate air bump backwash system is being installed during
this outage on the Unit 2 system and is also planned for installa-
tion on the Unit 1 system during its next outage. This should
result in more gradual plugging of the cloth wound filters, cutting
the backwash water volume in half. The latter should also reduce
the precoat resin used in the radwaste facility to process this
backwash. When both installations are complete, it could result
in a reduction of about one radwaste shipment per month.

No items of noncompliance or deviations were identified.

4. Organization and Staffing

No significant changes in the organizational structure and staffing
of the Radiation Chewistry (R/C) Department have occurred stuce :My
1980 (Inspection Repert No. 50-254/81-08). The liceasee now has 23
regular R/C technicians and plans to have 30 by next year. In addi-
tion to this routine staff, the licensee is utilizing contract
technicians (17) during this outage for the first time. The R/C
Supervisor reviewed the resumes of the contract technicians and
assigned responsibilities accordingly. Jobs considered to have
greatest potential for problems are retained under the direction
of senior plant R/C technicians.
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5. Training

The orientation training program was reviewed and found to orovide
the instructions to workers required by 10 CFR 19.12. Records of
training of certain workers selected at random were reviewed. No
problems were identified.

6. Procedures

The following procedures relating to radiation protection and radwaste
handling were reviewed. No significant problems were identified.

QAP 1120-7 Revision 3 Delivery Vehicle and Radwaste
Truck Disposition

QOP 2070-1 Revision 4 Baling Contaminated Waste

QOP 2090-7 Revision 1 Drum Shipping

QOP 2090-10 Revision 7 Loading Radwaste Drums into Top
Loading Casks

QOP 2090-11 Revision 7 Loading Overpack Drums into Top
Loading Casks

QOP 2090-12 Revision 6 Loading Dry Active Weste (DAW)
Containers on Unshielded Trailers

QOP 2090-13 Revision 6 Loading Radwaste Drums into Rear
Loading Casks

QOP 2090-14 Revision 1 Packaging Absorbed Liquids for
Dry Active Waste Shipments

QP 13-52 Revision 0 Preparation and Shipment of Radio-
active Material

QRP 100-2 Revision 4 NGET Card Issuance

QRP 100-3 Revision 8 Exposure Control

QRP 100-9 Revision 4 Film Badge Issue and Completion of
Occupational External Radiation
Exposure History Form-(NRC-4)

QRP 100-44 Revision 5 Surveying Radioactive Shipments

QRP 100-48 Revision 2 Receipt of Radioactive Material
Shipments

QRP 100-50 Revision 2 Off-Site Shipment and Inspection of
Radioactive Waste Shipments

-5-.
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QRP 200-21 Revision 1 Operation of the CP-MU liigh Range
Underwater Monitor

7. Planning, Preparation, and ALARA

Both the R/C Supervisor and the ALARA Coordinator attend outage
meetings which start about six months before outages. Initially
the meetings are monthly but change to weekly about a month before
outages begin. The frequency changes to daily right before outages
begin and continue during the outages. These two individuals repre-
sent radiation protection concerns and feed; appropriate information
to R/C foremen for purposes of scheduling people, special surveys,
and placement of air monitors as appropriate.

Supplies of protective equipment, survey meters, and dosimeters
devices in general appeared adequate. Efforts were being made to
obtain some additional low range direct reading dosimeters which
are in somewhat short supply.

Efforts are being made to perform certification and fabrication work
in non-radiation areas. Some other ALARA efforts associated with the
current outage are noted in Sections 3 and 8.a.

No items of noncompliance or deviations were identified.

8. Exposure Control

a. External Exposure

The licensee was in the early stages of a refueling and mainten-
ance outage. Some of the main activities for this outage include
hanger work inside the drywell, maintenance on the 4B suction
valve of the recirc system, suppression chamber modification in
the torus, refueling, turbine overhaul, and a possible test of
the CRD return line nozzle which would require lowering the water
level in the vessel and lowering a person into the vessel to
perform the test. The licensee is trying to find an acceptable
alternate test method for the latter due to preliminary indica-
tions of a greater than 27 R/hr field.

Although the licensee has had a history of elevated radiation
levels associated with the primary system due to corrosion products
(primarily cobalt-60), radiation levels in the drywell were still
greater than anticipated this outage. Special racks were fabri-
cated to support one to two layers of lead blankets around jet
pump risers initially reading 2 to 2.3 R/hr at contact and around
inlet and discharge lines of the recire loops initially reading
600-700 mR/hr. The shielding provided reduction in radiation
levels ranging from about 40 to 70 percent. Several man-rems were
incurred in the placement of the shielding. The ALARA program
will determine the net saving in personal exposure.
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To aid in external exposure control, the licensee continues to:
send supervisory level representative to pre-outage and routine
outage meetings; use the radiation work permit system; control
high radiation areas; directly supervise work activities having
significant potential for problems; require approvals for exposures
above specified 'ncrements; and maintain updated daily exposure
data and alert lists of those individuals approaching specified
control levels. The ALARA Coordinator is actively involved in
planning many work activities with the intent of reducing man-rems.
The licensee has a goal of not exceeding 5 rems for any worker
this calendar year.

In 1980, refueling and maintenance outages for both units occurred
resulting in about 2000 man-rems for the Unit 2 outage in the
spring, and about 1700 man-rems for the Unit 1 outage in the fall.
Specific jobs resulting in the highest maa-rems were as follows:

MAN-REM
Unit 1 Unit 2

Sparger Clad Removal 724-

:iangers in Drywell 283 -

Torus Saddle Modification 231 59
Torus Internal Modification 148 161
Clean-up System Piping 126 146

Modifications
In Service Inspection 94 143
Core Spray Line Crack Repair 138 -

Snubbers 60 104
Recirc Pump Suction Valve - 60

Stem
MSIV 60 51
Core Spray Line Replacement - 49
Relief Valves 48 -

Electromatics - 45'

CRD's 36 21

The cleanup system piping modification was an effort at long-range
exposure reduction. The piping was such that the pump and its seals
and bearings were subjected to the hot side (about 540-560 F) of
the cleanup system. This resulted in repairs about once or twice
monthly. Since the piping change, which routed water through the
pump after cooldown by the heat exchanger to about 200 F-, repairs
have been required about once or twice yearly. Also, it is antici-
pated that same semipermanent lead shielding can be used to shield
a high radiation area around a valve near the pump since the tem-
perature will now remain below the melting point of lead.

No items of noncompliance or deviations were identified.
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b. Internal Exposure

Selected air sample records were reviewed since the Unit 2
refueling outage began. No tignificant airborne iodine activity
was measured in either routine or special air samples.

Airborne activity of other radionuclides has in general not
been very significant. Most respirator usage has been a result
of smearable surface contamination levels in the drywell and
torus. Hydrolazing the surfaces in the torus did not reduce
levels of surface contamination as low as during previous out-
ages. A selected review of radiation work permits (RWP's) in
use during this outage showed proper requi ements for respiratory
protection. Also, a selected review of tLa log of respiratory
protectits usage and MPC-hour data show no indication of exposure-
approaching the 40 MPC-hour sontrol measure. To evaluate the
effectiveness of this program, the licensee uses a whole body
count (WBC) program to evaluate organ or body uptake. The pre-
liminary count data was reviewed for 105 workers during the
period September 15-20, 1981. For the period October 11, 1980
through August 17, 1981, the inspector also reviewed the data
for 1957 counts of contract workers and for 1373 counts of
company employees. There were no indications of exceeding the
40 MPC-hour control measure for any workers involved. Some
initial elevated counts were due to minor levels of external
contamination which were renoved by decontamination efforts.

No items of noncompliance or deviations were identified.

9. Posting and Control

Posting and controls were observed during tours of various areas in
the reactor building, turbine building, and service building. No
problems were identified regarding posting.

Selected radiation work permits (RWP's) in use were 'iewed for
proper radiation protection precautions and signed approvals. No
problems were identified.

A shielded area 1ad been constructed large enough for a single portal
monitor and one frisker at a location near the entraace to both the
drywell and the torus. This was apparently adequate during early
stages of the outage when worker numbers were limited but appeared
inadequate as numbers of contractors increased. The next location of
a portal monitor and frisker was at trackway 2, the exit point of
the controlled arcs. This matter was discussed at the exit interview.

The licensee has recently installed two IRT liquid scintillation
walk-through type portal monitors at the plant exit. Initially a
number of workers were reportedly detected with low levels of con-
tamination, some with such low levels over general portions of their
body that it could not be detected with the sensitive pancake frisker
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probe. The delays in workers leaving the plant when low-level con-
tamination was detected has resulted in a noticeable improvement in
work habits' according to radiation protection personnel.

No items of noncompliance or deviations were identified.

10. Material Control

The licensee's methods and procedures for movement and control of
radioactive material within the controlled area and for removal of
material from the controlled area were reviewed. No problems were
identified. The licensee's initiation about a year ago of the use
of yellow plastic bags for placement of ccataminated or potentially .
coa # iminated items has worked well according to licensee personnel.
An R/C technician, stationed at trackway 2 to ensure that exiting
workers ure the portal monitor, also watches to see that no equipment
or tools are removed from the controlled area without being checked
for contamination. Routine surveys are also made of radwaste for any
items that might display elevated levels of radiation.

No items of noncompliance or deviations were identified.

11. Surveys

The inspector's review of airborne activity surveys is summarized in
Seccion 8.b. Selected survey data for direct radiation and surface
contamination in various plant areas were reviewed. Independent
surveys were conducted during the plant tours with an Eberline RO III
A survey meter. Radiation levels were found to be consistent with
the licensee's survey data sheets.

No items of noncompliance or deviations were identified.

12. IE Circulars and IE Information Notices

The inspector reviewed the following IE Circulars and IE Information
Notices with the licensee and, where appropriate, reviewed the li-
censee's actions in response to the documents. No problems were
identified.

IE Circular 80-14: Radioactive Contamination of Plant
Demineralized Water System and Resultant Internal
Contamination of Personnel

IE Circular 80-18: 10 CFR 50.59 Safety Evaluation for Changes to
Radioactive Waste Treatment Systems

IE Circular 81-07: Control of Radioactively Contaminated Material

IE Circular 81-09: Containment Effluent Water that Bypasses
Radioactivity Monitor

IE Information Notice 31-26:

_g_
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Part 1: Use of Reciprocating-Mode (Closed-Circuit) Self-
Contained Breathing Apparatus (Rebreathers)

Part 2: Use of the Chemical "DOP"

Part 3: Placement of Personnel Monitoring Devices for
External Radiation Exposure

Part 4: Personnel Entry Into Inerted Containment

Part 5: Evaluation of Instrument Characteristics
When Using Portable Radiation Survey Instruments

13. Status of NUREG-0737 Items

'!From review of previous inspection reports it appears that the
licensee has met the intent of the short-term and intermediate term
NUREG -0737 items regarding (1) reactor coolant and atmosphere samp1-
ing, (2) interim instrumentation for monitoring accident conditions,
(3) interim equipment and procedures for improved radioiodine detection,
and (4) equipment and procedures for accurately measuring iodine concen-
trations in sample cartridges.

Preliminary status was determined for the followup of NUREG-0737 Items
(long-term) due for implementation by January 1,1982,

a. Plant Shielding (Task II.B.2 Vital Area Access Only)

The shielding study provided the conclusion that access to vital
equipment to control and shutdown the piant could be ensured
on the condition that the reactor building floor drain sump, the
(qcipment drain tank, and the HPCI sumps would be prevented frcm
pumping liquids to the radwaste storage and processing area when
a Group II isolation signal occurs. Piping and logic interlock

modifications are contained in Modification #M-4-1(2)-80-13.
The modification for the HPCI sumps is to be completed in mid
to late October 1981 when both units are scheduled to be down
simultaneously, the other two modifications have been completed,

b. Post-Accident Sampling (Task II.B.3)

Special facilities are being constructed and equipment obtained
for post-accident reactor coolant and containment atmosphere
sampling. All major equ'.pment is on hand. Procedures are now
being written. Training is to begin in October 1981. Licensee
anticipates meeting the basic requirements by the required
implementation date of January 1,1982.

2/ IE Inspection Report No. 50-254/80-20.
3/ IE Iaspection Reporc No. 50-254/81-08.
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c. ' Extended Range Noble Gas Effluent Monitor (Task II.F.1)

The Eberline-SPING Units for monitoring noble gas effluents are
onsite. The licensee expects to meet the January 1,1981 imple-
mentation date.

d. High Level Iodine and Particulate Effluent Sampling and Analysis

(Task II.F.1)

The Eberline SPING Units for sampling and analysis of iodine
and particulate effluents are onsite. These will be tied into
existing sample lines initially. The whole sampling system is

i being redesigned for a later modification. Procedures are not
written. Licensee plans to have equipment functional, procedures
written, and people trained by January 1, 1982.

e. Containment High-Range Radiation Monitor (Task II.F.1)

The equipment is on hand, the monitor is in place and has been
electrocically calibrated. A source calibrator is being designed,

' probably utilizing a 400 curie cesium-137 source. The licensee
has some reservations at this time whether or not the calibrator
can be built in time to complete the source calibration by
January 1, 1982. This item was discussed at the exit.

14. Exit Interview

The inspector met with licensee representatives (denoted in Paragraph
1) at the conclusion of the inspection on October 25, 1981. The in-
spector summarized the scope and findings of the inspection. In

response to certain items discussed by the inspector, the licensee:

a. Stated that the frequency (every two years) for retraining workers
involved in radwaste processing, transfer, packaging and transport
would be formally documented in a procedure, probably QAP 700-1,
and that the training material used would be kept current by
assuring that the most recent revision to procedures are used in*

,

the training program. (Section 3)
<

b. Stated that they were confident of meeting the due date (January 1,
1981) for implementation of NUREG-0737 (TMI related) items for
Task II.B.2,. Task II.B.3, and Task II.F.1 with one possible excep-
tion. The licengqe is uncertain at this time whether or not the
source ct librator being designed for the containment high-range,

radiation monitor will he available by that date. The licensee
may need to request an extension of time regarding that item.
(Section 13)

c. Stated that efforts were being made to find an acceptable alternate
method of testing the CRD return line nozzle to preclude placing
a worker in a radiation field greater than 27 R/hr. (Sections 2
and 8.a)

.
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d. Stated,'regarding the elevated radiation levels in the drywell
due to' corrosion products in the primary system, that studies
were continuing by them and also by General Electric to determine
the source of the corrosion so that measures can be taken to pre-
clude further increases in radiation levels. Long range, the
licensee is considering chemical decontamination of one of the
units after first testing the process on a_ fuel element and on
an isolated subsystem of the primary system. (Section 8.a)

I e. Stated, regarding the apparent inadequate facilities for frisking
surveys of workers exiting the drywell and torus, that additional )
frisker equipment would be set up at-feasible locations and !
additional technicians obtained to supervise proper use of the j
equipment. (Section 9) I
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